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Setting the scene

This presentation builds on the Summit 
document, 'EU efforts to strengthen nuclear 
security', which shows that the EU and its 
member states are actively engaged in 
improving the security of:

•Nuclear and other radioactive materials
•Nuclear installations



The EU's overall aims are:
Prevention • To promote capacity building (training)

• To ensure strong independent regulatory
oversight

• To have the best possible safeguards
• To upgrade physical protection systems
• To ensure high levels of protection of radioactive 

sources
Detection • To have high-quality border management in place

• To control and to have accounting systems for all 
nuclear materials

Response • To develop  emergency preparedness and 
response

• To establish nuclear forensics systems 

Overall aims



Stress tests

Fukushima prompted a review of nuclear 
safety and nuclear security measures 
(stress tests)



The results show:

• Improvements in safety culture are 
needed: there are gaps in ensuring 
comprehensive and transparent 
identification and management of key 
safety issues

•There is a need to strengthen human 
resources and training



The results also showed that :

• An effective security culture is an important 
element in ensuring effective information 
security; operation and maintenance of 
security systems; adequate determination of 
staff trustworthiness; and quality assurance

• Training activities and recognised best 
practices are valuable when modernising 
nuclear security materials and NPPs



• What has been the response 
inside the European Union?



Establishment: European Nuclear Security Training Centre 
(EUSECTRA) at JRC ITU Karlsruhe and Ispra.
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Inauguration of the Karlsruhe training facility on 18th of April 2013



Open Data - Engine for                 
Innovation, Growth, Governance

Evaluation of HR Trends in 
the Nuclear Energy Sector
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Knowledge Management       
and Preservation

2008-2013
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E-learning and Multimedia
E&T of Consolidated Knowledge

Evaluation of HR Trends in the     
(Nuclear) Energy Sector
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Sustainable E&T 

and  

Competence 

Management 
Transparency and Public
Participation (Waste Directive)

Regrouping training



Design of Nuclear Security specific, simulation and training packages using Virtual 
and Augmented Reality Technologies 

Development of efficient radiation source models and behaviours for training 
applications, e.g., first responders. 

Training and Simulation for placement of 
Surveillance Equipment in Nuclear 

Safeguards applications

VR based Radiation Dosimeter for 
Training in Nuclear Security, e.g. 

customs officers, first responders…

Virtual Reality Tools: New Projects



5 TOP Priorities

Euratom R&D Training and 
Education Programme

European Nuclear Safety 
and Security School (EN3S)

Key Areas:Key Areas:
•Nuclear Safeguards, Security and Forensics
•Nuclear Fuel Cycle, with emphasis on nuclear fuel and 
fuel processing
•Basic Nuclear Science, with emphasis on the physics 
and chemistry of the actinides and on nuclear data

= Competences of JRC that are unique or strongly 
complementary to those of academic institutions



•Reassessment of emergency preparedness 
and response at EU level

•Plus a set of new legislative initiatives 
(basic safety standards/nuclear safety 
directive)



• What has been the response 
outside the European Union?



-The Instrument for Nuclear Safety Cooperation (INSC) (2014-
2020)

-The Instrument for Stability (IfS) (2014-2020) provides the EU 
with funds and mechanisms to address global and trans-regional 
threats (CBRN CoE Initiative funded under IfS)

-The Common and Foreign Security Policy (2014-2020) 
instrument used by the Council Secretariat; covers EU 
expenditure on foreign policy and security 

Available tools





The EU Centres of Excellence network is 
tasked with establishing the links between 
nuclear safety and nuclear security.

This includes areas such as:
•Protection of radioactive sources
•Safe transport of uranium
•Emergency preparedness and response
•Development of forensic capabilities



• Nuclear security and safety culture have many 
characteristics in common but also differ in many 
aspects:

-Nuclear safety focuses on prevention of 
accidents or  mitigation of accident 
consequences.

-Nuclear security, on the other hand, focuses on 
prevention and detection of (and response to) 
theft, sabotage, unauthorized access...

Conclusions (I)



• However, both nuclear security culture and 
nuclear safety culture are complementary in 
reducing the risk of accidents, criminal activities 
or natural disasters associated with nuclear 
materials and other radioactive materials and 
associated facilities.

• This is our future contribution to the global 
effort.

Conclusions (II)



We invite all partners to join us in 
this global effort to strengthen 
nuclear security culture worldwide.

Invitation
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